
Patient Participation Group 

 

Held at Wycliffe Surgery 28.11.2012  

At 6.30pm 
 

 

1. In Attendance 

 

Dr Julia Beresford                GP 

Dr Gillian Eadie                      GP 

Kathy Perrett                        Practice Manager 

Mrs Jean Penney-Cousins 

Mr John Clay 

Mr Christopher Riggs 

Mrs Carol Bull 

Mr Richard Hilbourne            Newcomer to the Group 

 

The Group welcomed Mr Richard Hilbourne. 

 

Apologies were sent by Lorna Preston, Graham 

Harrington, Chelsea Renton and Jill Clay. 

 

2. Minutes of the 21st November 2011 were read and 

passed. 

 

3. The group asked how our 3 action plans  worked out in 

the surgery that were implemented for 2011/12. 

 

a) The children under 5 were seen in the same clinic 

that was running.  The doctors felt it was running 

quite well.   

b) The eight pre-bookable appointments and eight 

book on days and two appointments for minor ops 

worked.  Some days these blue appointments went 

very quickly and the girls would have to use the 



next day’s blue appointments.  This caused a 

problem with patients phoning the next day.  As the 

blue appointments were gone, it was a ‘sit and wait’ 

situation, but on the whole it was a good system.  

c)  The privacy situation was working well.  It was 

decided not to put the white line across the carpet 

as it would have been a trip hazard once it started 

coming away from the carpet.  The barrier worked 

very well, it kept patients waiting behind the 

barrier, away from the patient at the reception 

desk.  All reception staff were asking patients to 

sign in to the ‘sign in’ machine on the wall and were 

still helping patients to do it.  Music was being 

played through the loud speakers.  Chairs were 

moved from the reception desk area. 

 

                        2012/13 Changes 

 

   

The group were asked for this year’s ideas on how they 

would like to make changes in the surgery that would make 

a benefit to patients. 

 

It was stated that the music wasn’t always turned on or it was 

on very quietly.  Needs to be turned up a bit. 

 

ACTION  Kathy make sure staff turn the music on in the 

mornings.   

 

Mr Clay explained that when he arrives at the surgery there is 

a definite  1” lip on the main front electric doors.  Mr Clay 

explained that he was strong enough to get over it in his 

wheelchair , but there would be some patients who would 

struggle.   

 



ACTION  Kathy to look at it with the partners and see if we 

could put a slight slope on it. 

 

Mrs Bull asked if we had a system for foreigners who couldn’t 

speak English to be able to speak to the doctors in 

consultations.   Dr Beresford stated that we use a system 

called Language Line.  This enabled the doctor to make a phone 

call and book an interpreter.  The doctor would then put their 

phone on loud speaker and it would be a three way conversation 

consultation. 

 

Mr Hilbourne asked if we could have the newsletter put on the 

wall in a wall bracket rather than placing them on tables as 

they were always covered up by magazines.  The group were 

asked where it would be best placed, and was agreed near the 

electronic sign in. 

 

ACTION  Kathy to buy a wall bracket and  get Kiers to put it 

up near the electronic sign in. 

 

The group asked if the website had the newsletter on it.  We 

agreed it was but didn’t know if the latest one was on yet.  It 

was also asked if we could see how many people viewed the site. 

The newsletter wasn’t finished yet, but a lot was put on there. 

 

ACTION  Ask Lorna if the latest newsletter was on, and if she 

could place somewhere on the newsletter how many people 

viewed the site.   

 

Mr Hilbourne asked if we could get a voice activation on the 

screen, as sometimes it was black writing on blue and visually 

wasn’t very good.  Kathy explained that it’s always white on 

blue but when we have a power cut, system down, or an 

electrical surge it always defaulted back to black on blue.  

Kathy explained that the voice activation was being released 



back three years ago but Microtest were waiting for the 

license. 

 

ACTION  Kathy to phone up Microtest to ask if they now have 

the license. 

 

Mr Riggs produced a clipping from the Evening Herald with 

regards to a GP surgery (St Levan’s) that had introduced a 

patient access system.  This offered every patient who 

requests a doctor’s appointment or advice the opportunity to 

speak to a GP over the phone, usually within an hour.   

 

Kathy said that St Levans are having a meeting with all 

surgeries who are interested in the near future.  The PCT has 

asked any practice who would like to go to this meeting to put 

their names forward.  Kathy has already done this.   

 

A PPG questionnaire will be given to patients in the next month 

to audit how last years changes benefited the patients.  

In the next meeting the audit results will be presented to the 

PPG group. 

 

The practice will report back to the PPG in the January 

meeting.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The next meeting will be Wednesday 16th January 2013. 

 
 


